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Programming Historian at a glance

● Diamond OA journal (CC BY, no APC)
● Run by 28 volunteer editors as to March 2021 (46 from 2008 to present) 
● Content: tutorials on digital methods, tools, workflows for historians and 

humanists
● 4 linguistic versions: EN (2012), ES (2017), FR (2019), PT (2021)
● Tutorials: 84 (EN - original), 49 (ES - 6 original), 15 (FR), 1 (PT) 



Programming Historian: Core Elements

1. Open Values
2. Community-based/run
3. Multilingualism that accounts for linguistic diversity within language 

communities.



Open Values



Communication and Infrastructure

Our communication happens in synchronous and asynchronous forms.

Asynchronously:

Google email list
Discussion over Github

Synchronously:

Quarterly team meetings (i.e. Global meets every 3 months).

Full project team meetings every other month.























A Community-Based 
Approach



A Community of Practice (1)

A shared domain of interest

⇒ Building of programming skills, appropriation of digital methods/tools/workflows 
in research and teaching in history and the humanities



Part of the homepage of the PH website, 14 March 2021



Screenshot of the About page of the PH website in 2012 (Internet Archive)



A Community of Practice (2)

A community of engagement and sharing

● a core of volunteer editors who lead and run a scholarly journal
● a broader community of contributors who irrigate the project



Volunteer-driven project

● 28 volunteer editors by March 2021
● A total of 46 volunteer editors from 2008 to present 

Source: Project Team page: https://programminghistorian.org/en/project-team 

https://programminghistorian.org/en/project-team


(Broader) Community-driven project 

● Write a lesson
● Edit a lesson
● Translate a lesson 
● Review a lesson
● Provide feedback/Report problems/Make suggestions
● Support Programming Historian

○ institutional partnerships
○ individual support (donations) 
○ in kind services or project-specific funding from institutions



Institutional Partnerships



Individual Supporters



In kind support, project-specific funding



Everyone is credited for their contribution



Building Community



A Community of Practice (3)

A shared practice: resource sharing

“Peer-reviewed tutorials that help humanists learn a wide range of digital tools, 
techniques, and workflows”



Lessons: 6 skills

● Acquire (12)
● Transform (30)
● Analyze (17)
● Present (18) 
● Sustain (3)



Lessons: 11 topics

APIS (6) 

PYTHON (20) 

DATA MANAGEMENT (8) 

DATA MANIPULATION (23+1) 

DISTANT READING (12+3) 

SET UP (7) 

LINKED OPEN DATA (1) 

MAPPING (11+1) 

NETWORK ANALYSIS (5) 

WEB SCRAPING (6) 

DIGITAL PUBLISHING (10)









Lessons: Uses/Impact

● Self-training
● University syllabi
● Libraries and archives (cf. Library 

Carpentries)
● Beyond humanities



Tweet of @eliaswalyba, dev, Dakar, Senegal



Adam Crymble, James Baker, “The PH and India”, April 4, 2018

https://programminghistorian.org/posts/programming-historian-india


PH editors on March 16, 2021



Multilingualism





Ad-hoc Translations





Author Guidelines



Author Guidelines



Readers (last week)



Challenges of having different linguistic versions

● development and maintenance of flexible and evolutive infrastructure
● develop original lessons in all languages of Programming Historian to fulfill 

specific needs of the linguistic communities 
● encourage translation to and not only from English 
● encourage translation between the non-English linguistic versions of the PH 
● recruit editors with linguistic skills and multicultural acquaintance to assure 

infra-team and trans-subteams effective collaboration



Our biggest challenge

Diversity!

● work with under-represented communities in the global DH
● further contribute to digital and code literacy through enrichment with 

needs and approaches of culturally diverse environments. 
● address the English-centeredness of technologies.         



Thank you! 
¡Gracias!
Merci!
Obrigada!



And if you want to join the 
community, you are 
welcome!

https://programminghistorian.org/
@ProgHist


